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A.l. THEOREM (The subadditivity lemma). Let {a n }^L 1 be a sequence of nonnegative numbers which is subadditive; i.e. for every m and n, a m+n < a m + a n , then the limit lim n^00 a n /n exists and equals inf n a n /n.
(See e.g. [257] , Theorem 4.9.)
Call a commutative Banach algebra B over R, with unit and satisfying ||/ 2 || = ||/|| 2 ,V/ G B, a real commutative C* algebra.
A.2. THEOREM. 
There is a 1-1 correspondence between real commutative C* algebras B and compact Hausdorff spaces X. Under this correspondence B is isometrically isomorphic with C(X) (the Banach algebra of real valued continuous functions on X with sup norm: \\f\\ -sup xeX \f(x)\). The space X is the Gelfand space or the spectrum of B; i.e. the set of all continuous multiplicative homomorphisms of the algebra B into R. The topology on X can be described as the weak* topology induced on X when it is considered as a subset of the dual Banach space B*. The algebra B is separable iff X is metrizable.

There is a 1-1 correspondence between closed subalgebras containing the unit 1 G D C B, and continuous onto maps (j)
(See e.g. [53] , Section IV.5.)
A.3. THEOREM (The Stone-Cech compactification). Let X be a completely regular (Hausdorff) topological space and let f3X denote the Gelfand space of the real commutative C* algebra Cb(X) consisting of the bounded continuous real valued functions on X with supremum norm. (See e.g. [53] , Section IV.6, and [62] , Sections 3.5 and 3.6.)
The map j : X -> /3X sending the point x
Let X be a separable metrizable space. Let Cb(X) (or just C(X) when X is compact) be the algebra of bounded continuous real valued functions on X, and M(X) the set of probability Borel measures on X. We equip M(X) with the smallest topology which makes all maps fi i-» /x(/), / G Cb(X), of M(X) into R, continuous. Let d be a compatible metric on X such that the corresponding completion (X,d) is compact (there always is such a metric). X is a dense subset of the compact metric space X. It is a G$ subset of X iff X is Polish. Denote by Ud(X) the space of d-uniformly continuous, real valued functions on X. (Thus, Ud(X) is isometrically isomorphic with the Banach algebra C(X)). Let {f n }n>i be a dense sequence in Ud(X) and let: 1. lim n^o o/i n = \i. A.6. THEOREM (The Kolmogorov consistency theorem). Let {X n : n G N} be a sequence of standard Borel spaces and suppose that for every finite subset FcN there is a probability Borel measure /dp defined on Xp -Y\jeF -^j in such a way that whenever F\ C F2 then the image of /dp 2 (See e.g. [35] and [77] , Theorem 5.8.)
For every f G Cb(X), WvUn^oo J f d[i n -J f d[i (or if this holds for every f in a dense subset ofUd(X)).
limsup n^n (F) < id(F) for every closed subset F of X.
limmf n jd n (U) > /d(U) for every open subset U of X.
lim n^(X) /d n (A) = fd(A) for every
/d= Li y dis(y). (The latter means that fd(A) -J /d y (A) du(y) for every Borel subset A of X, or equivalently that j f d/d -f f f(x) d/d y (x) dv(y), for every bounded
Let X =(X, X,/i) and Y =(Y", y,^) be separable probability measure spaces and let cj> : X -• Y be a measurable measure-preserving map. This map defines an embedding of L 1 (Y) into ^1(X) and we shall thus consider i^1(Y) as a closed subspace of L 1 (X).
A.8. THEOREM (Conditional expectation). The conditional expectation operator
is characterized by the following properties: 
V{fg) = V(f)V(g) for bounded functions. If moreover & is an isomorphism (i. e. onto), then V is a unitary isomorphism of
L 2 (is) onto L 2 (n). Conversely, ifV : L 2 {y) -> L 2 (/i)
(X) a unitary operator which is also positive (i.e. Vf > 0 for f > 0). Then V has the form: Vf{t) = J~^(t)f(Tt), where T : T -> T is an invertible measurable map.
For a proof refer to the proof of Lamperti's Theorem in [215] , Chapter 15, Theorem 24, together with the following observation: Royden proves a version of Theorem A. 11 for any surjective isometry of L P (X) which applies to all 1 < p < oo but p = 2. Of course this more general statement is false for a general unitary operator V :
However, when in addition one assumes that V is positive, then one gets that for two disjoint sets A, B C X the non-negative functions / = VIA and g = VIB satisfy
and it follows that (Vl^) • (V\B) = 0 ae -With this information one can complete the proof of Theorem A. 11 in exactly the same way it is done in Royden's book. For the next theorem recall the following definitions. Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and P C E a closed convex cone such that P -P = E. A compact convex Q C P is a base for the cone P if for every y G P there is a unique x G X and a > 0 such that y -ax. When P admits a base then clearly P D (-P) = {0} and it follows that the partial order defined on E by x > y <=^ x -y £ P satisfies: x > y and y > x implies x = y. The pair (£", P) is a lattice if for every x, y G X there exists a greatest lower bound, i.e. a lower bound z such that for every lower bound w we have w < z (we write z = x A y). Finally the convex compact subset Q C E is a simplex if it is the base of a cone P as above for which (E, P) is a lattice; it is a Bauer simplex if the set ext (Q) of extreme points of Q is closed.
A.12. THEOREM (Eberlein-Smulian's theorem). Let A be a subset of a Banach space X, then for the weak topology on X the following are equivalent
A. 13. THEOREM (Choquet's theorem). Let Q be a metrizable compact convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space E.
The subset ext (Q) of extreme points of Q is a Gs subset of Q.
For every XQ G Q there exists a probability measure K on Q such that tt(ext (Q)) = 1 and such that
for every bounded upper semi-continuous affine function / : Q -> M. (Such a measure n is said to represent the point XQ.) 3. The point XQ is in ext (Q) iff the point mass K, = S XQ is the only probability measure on ext (Q) that represents XQ. 4. Q is a simplex iff for every xo G Q there is just one representing measure.
Q is a Bauer simplex iff it is affinelly homeomorphic to the simplex M(X), where X -ext (Q) and M(X) is the space of Borel probability measures on X with the weak* topology.
(See [206] for details.)
A topological group G is called monothetic if there exists an element go G G (called a topological generator) such that the set {#Q : n G Z} is dense in G. It is easy to check that every monothetic group is abelian and that, when G is second countable, the set of topological generators is a dense Gs subset of G. 
